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EXHIBITION & FINALS MISSION 2

RECOVER THE RELICS
MISSION RULES
Recover Relics: In this mission, a player only 
receives the Battle-forged CP bonus at the 
start of their Command phase if they control 
either one or more objective markers in their 
opponent’s territory, or if they control one 
or more objective markers in no man’s land. 
In addition, if at the start of their Command 
phase a player controls the objective marker 
in their opponent’s deployment zone, that 
player receives 1 additional Command 
point (this is in addition to the Battle-forged 
CP bonus).

PRIMARY OBJECTIVES
This mission has two primary objectives.

TAKE AND HOLD
Progressive Objective
At the end of each player’s Command 
phase, the player whose turn it is scores 
4 victory points for each of the following 
conditions they satisfy (for a maximum of 12 
victory points):

• They control one or more objective markers.
• They control two or more objective markers.
•  They control more objective markers than 

their opponent controls.

This primary objective cannot be scored 
in the first battle round. In the fifth battle 
round, the player who has the second turn 
does not score any victory points at the 
end of their Command phase; instead, 
at the end of their turn, they score 4 
victory points for each of the above 
conditions they satisfy (for a 
maximum of 12 victory points).

BREAK THEM, BODY AND SOUL
Progressive Objective
At the end of each battle round, each player 
scores 1 victory point for each enemy unit 
that was destroyed during that battle round 
(to a maximum of 3 victory points per 
player per battle round). A unit can, if it is 
destroyed and resurrected for any reason 
(i.e. it was destroyed and subsequently 
returned to the battlefield), potentially count 
as having been destroyed several times 
for the purposes of this primary objective 
(assuming it is resurrected and subsequently 
destroyed several times over during the same 
battle round).
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The terrain map could be either layout 1 or 2 
and will be revealed at a later date






